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What is Counter Surveillance?

Counter surveillance is the practice of placing human or electronic assets in a position to determine if anyone is 
actively surveilling a particular person or place. For example, the U.S. Secret Service counter surveillance teams 
(1) detect if someone is conducting surveillance on the White House to identify vulnerabilities or place sensitive 
surveillance equipment, and then (2) mitigate the effectiveness of the information gathered.

PERSONAL COUNTER SURVEILLANCE

It is nearly impossible for a single person to deploy counter surveillance methods. However, you can deploy 
multiple tactics in your day-to-day activities to make it more difficult for an individual or group to surveil you.

ORGANIZATIONAL COUNTER SURVEILLANCE

Governments, intelligence agencies, businesses and even gangs use different forms of  
counter surveillance.

 + Governments may perform sophisticated levels of counter surveillance to protect their  
most valuable resources

 + Businesses may use counter surveillance to ensure their highest level personnel are not 
targeted for electronic eavesdropping or theft of intellectual property

 + A gang may place children around their headquarters or place of illegal activity to alert  
them to approaching police

Organized counter surveillance teams focus on identifying:

 + Vulnerable areas where surveillance or attacks are most likely 
 + Pre-attack behavior or activities
 + Areas where a surveillance team could easily enter or exit undetected
 + Locations where a surveillance team could hide or blend into the surroundings
 + Vulnerability due to proximity or “choke points”

After identifying these areas and characteristics, the counter surveillance team concentrates  
on observing these areas to detect surveillance activities.
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WHAT IS AN ATTACK?

An attack is an activity or set of activities designed to achieve the goal of the surveillance team. For example, the 
Secret Service is most concerned about a physical attack on the U.S. President or other leader. To counter this 
type of attack, agency personnel identify places where an ambush or sniper could set up and then mitigate all 
possibilities for that to occur using counter surveillance and other resources.

In a business situation, the attack might be retrieving information from an electronic device. For example, the 
surveillance team could determine that a target laptop is left unattended in a hotel room each morning while an 
executive uses the hotel gym — and arrange to gain access to the device while the room is empty. To counter this 
type of attack, a good counter surveillance team would identify the hotel room containing valuable property as a 
“choke point” and watch for activities that would alert them that an “attack” to covertly take information from the 
laptop was underway.

WORKING UNDERCOVER 

A counter surveillance team always works in an undercover role, 
making its members invisible to the surveillance team. For example, 
if a vulnerable area is detected, efforts to watch for surveillance 
team activity may consist of placing a team in the area dressed to 
perform work (e.g., construction crew) or placing a small camera  
in an area that can be observed from an alternate site.

AVOIDING DRAWING ATTENTION TO THE PROTECTEE

Protective counter surveillance personnel are used when a  
threat is detected and physical protective personnel need to  
be close to the protectee or target. Trained security personnel 
could be disguised in a different role — as a driver, executive 
assistant, photographer or busboy. This places the trained 
executive protection personnel in close proximity to the protectee 
in an undercover role, which allows them to listen and observe 
events more discreetly.

The goal is for executive protection personnel to be close to  
the protectee without drawing attention. An overt security 
presence makes it easier to surveil the protectee and generally 
draws attention. A counter surveillance or undercover security  
team attracts less attention and makes it harder for people to 
identify the protectee.

COMMON COUNTER 
SURVEILLANCE PRACTICES

1. Locating choke points.

2. Identifying places for surveillance 
to begin, as well as ingress and 
egress points.

3. Evaluating how easy it is for 
someone to easily recognize the 
person they want to surveil.

4. Determining places of 
concealment, and whether 
someone can easily hide or blend 
in while they watch the protectee.

5. Conducting dry runs or practices 
because almost anyone wanting to 
do harm will use surveillance and 
practice to improve the probability 
of a successful attack.
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Tips to Make Yourself Harder to Surveil

Be aware of your habits and alter them occasionally

 + Drive different routes to and from common 
locations because these are often choke points.

 + Vary your routines. Leave and arrive at varying 
times for exercise, church and work.

 + Use different vehicles.

Use these tactics

 + When walking, make sudden, unexpected U-turns 
and check if you are being followed.

 + Use windows to become aware of anyone showing 
unusual interest in you.

 + Drive past your home, office and school or other 
common destination to note if anyone follows you 
as you reroute yourself to that location.

 + In hotels or office buildings, take the elevator to a 
floor other than your own and a second elevator or 
safe stairwell to the correct floor.

 + When with a friend or family member, watch for 
unusual activity if you split up.

 + Consider having occasional sweeps conducted for 
electronic tracking or listening devices if you feel 
you are at a high threat of being surveilled.

 + Put yourself in the “bad guys” position and think 
about where you would try to do something and 
take measures to make that more difficult.

Drive with awareness

 + Have an escape route by leaving room between 
your vehicle and the one in front of you.

 + If involved in an accident, stay in your vehicle  
until help arrives, if possible.

 + Be conscious of choke points along driving  
routes — such as places you must drive by to get 
to your home or work — these are easy points for 
anyone surveilling you to recognize you. 

Change your appearance

 + Avoid wearing the same clothes (e.g., coat, hat, 
exercise clothes) or carrying the same bag. The 
most common way to identify you is by your 
clothes or an accessory that stands out.

Consider these additional measures

 + Do not announce your plans to visit locations in 
advance on social media.

 + Be especially vigilant on scheduled trips or places 
involving advance reservations.

 + Be aware of others giving advance notice of  
your movements — including to staff, family  
and associates.

 + Consider counter intelligence by purposely 
providing inaccurate information on occasion.

Our series of executive briefings covers a 
wide range of critical and emerging issues 
at the forefront of best-in-class security 
risk management practices today.
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